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Overview

• Statutory Background

• Defending CCPA Litigation: Key Issues and Unanswered Questions

• Preparing for the Risk of CCPA Litigation

• Questions
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The CCPA Data Breach Provision



The CCPA Data Breach Cause of Action

• “Any consumer whose nonencrypted and nonredacted personal 
information . . . Is subject to an unauthorized access and exfiltration, 
theft, or disclosure as a result of the business’s violation of the duty to 
implement and maintain reasonable security procedures and practices 
appropriate to the nature of the information to protect the personal information 
may institute a civil action for any of the following:
• (A) To recover damages in an amount not less than one hundred dollars ($100) 

and not greater than seven hundred and fifty ($750) per consumer per incident 
or actual damages, whichever is greater.

• (B) Injunctive or declaratory relief.
• (C) Any other relief the court deems proper.”

Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.150(a)(1).
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CCPA Data Breach Provision – Applicability 

Applies to covered “businesses”:
• For-profit entities doing business in California that (1) collect consumers’ 

personal information; and (2) alone, or jointly with others, determine the 
purposes and means of processing of consumers’ personal information

• Must also meet one of the following thresholds:
• Gross revenue in excess of US $25 million;

• Exchanging personal information of 50k+ California residents; or

• 50% or more of annual revenue from “selling” personal information

• Also any entity that controls, or is controlled by, an entity above and that shares 
common branding

Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.140(d).
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Who is a Consumer?

Any “California resident”
• Includes:

• Information collected inside or outside California unless every aspect of the 
commercial conduct relating to the consumer’s personal information takes 
place wholly outside of California

• Employees, students, tenants, customers, marketing leads
• California residents who are temporarily living outside of California
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Data Elements That Trigger Private Right of Action

• (A) An individual’s first name or first initial and the individual’s last name 
in combination with any one or more of the following:

• (i) Social security number
• (ii) Driver’s license number, tax ID number, passport number, military ID number, or 

other unique ID number issued on government document used to verify identity
• (iii) Account number or credit card number with security code, access code, or 

password
• (iv) Medical information
• (v) Health insurance information
• (vi) Unique biometric data

Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.81.5(d)(1)(A)
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Damages Assessment

• Statutory damages of at least $100 per consumer, and up to $750 
per consumer

• Assessing Damages: Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.150(a)(2)
• The nature and seriousness of the misconduct
• The number of violations
• The persistence of the misconduct
• The length of time over which the misconduct occurred
• The willfulness of the defendant’s misconduct, and
• The defendant’s assets, liabilities, and net worth
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CCPA Notice & Opportunity to Cure

• Before initiating an “action against a business for statutory damages on an 
individual or class-wide basis,” the consumer must provide the business with 
30 days’ written notice and opportunity to cure.

• “In the event that a cure is possible, if within the 30 days the business actually cures the noticed 
violation and provides the consumer an express written statement that the violations have been 
cured and that no further violations shall occur, no action for individual statutory damages or 
class-wide statutory damages may be initiated against the business.”  Cal. Civ. Code 
§ 1798.150(b).
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Defending CCPA Litigation



Status of CCPA Litigation

• There are a limited number of decisions interpreting the scope of the CCPA’s 
private right of action and relevant defenses

• The few decisions that have issued provide some insight into judicial 
interpretation of the CCPA, but several questions remain unanswered 

• The passage of the California Privacy Rights Act (“CPRA”) will alter the 
statutory landscape

• The CPRA amends the CCPA and takes effect on January 1, 2023
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Application to “Business” vs. “Service Provider”

• The data breach provision refers specifically to “the business’s” duty to 
implement reasonable security procedures and practices

• Does not expressly extend to “service providers” 

• But beware of arguments that a service provider was functioning as a 
business with respect to the data breach

• In re Blackbaud, Inc., Customer Data Breach Litig., No. 3:20-mn-02972-JMC, at *4–6, 
2021 WL 3568394 (D.S.C. Aug. 12, 2021)
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What Constitutes “Unauthorized Access”?

• An actionable breach must involve “unauthorized” access, theft or exfiltration
• Stasi v. Inmediata Health Group Corp., 501 F. Supp. 3d 898 (S.D. Cal. 2020)

• Gershfeld v. Teamviewer US, Inc., 2021 WL 3046775 (C.D. Cal. Jun. 24, 2021)

• Plaintiff must allege the disclosure of his or her own information
• Gardiner v. Walmart Inc., 2021 WL 2520103 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 5, 2021)
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What Constitutes “Unreasonable Security Practices”?

• “Reasonable security procedures and practices” are not defined in the 
CCPA

• Do CCPA plaintiffs need to identify specific security failures that caused a 
breach?

• Griffey v. Magellan Health Inc., 2021 WL 4427065 (D. Ariz. Sept. 27, 2021)

• Maag v. U.S. Bank, N.A., No. 21-cv-00031-H-LL (S.D. Cal. Apr. 8, 2021)

• Mehta v. Robinhood Financial LLC, No. 21-cv-01013 (N.D. Cal. May 6, 2021)

• What evidence will be sufficient to establish a causal connection between 
the violation of the reasonable security standard and the breach?
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What Constitutes a “Cure” Under the CCPA? 

• The current version of the CCPA does not specify how a business 
can “cure” an alleged CCPA violation to preclude a private suit

• What constitutes a “cure”?
• Eliminating the risk of future incidents?

• Eliminating any harm from the present incident? 

• Can all violations be cured? 
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What Constitutes a “Cure” Under the CCPA? 

• Post-breach implementation of security measures
• Rodriguez v. River City Bank, No. 34-2021-00296612-CU-BC-GDS (Cal. Super. Ct. 

Sept. 2, 2021)

• Remediating existing harm from the breach
• January 1, 2023 CPRA Amendments
• Romero v. Dep’t Stores Nat’l Bank, 725 F. App’x 537, 540 (9th Cir. 2018)
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Statutory Damages and Standing

• The Supreme Court’s recent decision in TransUnion LLC v. Ramirez tightened 
the Court’s requirements for showing standing in federal court

• TransUnion confirmed that plaintiffs suing under a federal statute must 
demonstrate a concrete injury, even where statutory damages are available

• Asserting a statutory violation and seeking statutory damages alone is not sufficient

• The mere risk of future harm (e.g., the risk of future identity theft) is insufficient to 
support standing

• While TransUnion may pose difficulties for CCPA plaintiffs in federal courts, it 
could lead plaintiffs to file in state court and fight to remain there
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Class Certification Issues

• Limited number of class certification decisions in data breach cases

• Defendants often have arguments to oppose certification due to 
individualized questions relating to causation and damages

• Those arguments may be more challenging in a CCPA class action 
seeking only statutory damages
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Preparing For the Risk of CCPA 
Litigation



Preparing for the Risk of CCPA Litigation

• Pre-Breach Preparedness

• Response Goals and Common Outcomes / Pitfalls

• Post-Breach Considerations
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Questions?


